The present paper is an outgrowth of a conversation with Maurice Sion. In this conversation he asked whether the closed unit interval always contains a set of Lebesgue measure zero which cannot be embraced by a sequence of open intervals of prescribed lengths adding up to 1. I posed the corresponding question for the unit open interval. Answers to these questions are given by Theorems 3 and 6 below.
Let us agree: w is the set of non-negative integers; a sequence is a function whose domain is «; 5 embraces A if and only if 5 is such a sequence of sets that A C_ Un£o J»| £ is (outer) Lebesgue measure; / is a X file if and only if / is such a sequence of open intervals and X is such a sequence of non-negative real numbers that
•C(J*) = Xn whenever n £ co; / = E*(0 < / < 1); /' = E/(0 g(|l); 5 is separate if and only if 5 is such a sequence of sets that Sm C\ Sn = 0 whenever m £ w, n £ a>, m 7* n; subsum X is the set of numbers of the form J is separate and U"e" /" C I whenever J is a\ file which embraces A.
Proof. Let F be the family of such sequences p that for some &£w: Pn = A" whenever n £ co and n ?± k;
pk is rational and 0 < pk < Xi.
Clearly F is countable. Furthermore each ;u£F is such a sequence of non-negative real numbers that zJnGu Pn < 1.
Consequently
Lemma 1 and the principle of choice enable us to associate with each pG. that no X file embraces B is a consequence of the Statement. // J is a\ file which embraces A then J does not embrace HC\I.
Proof. Since J embraces A we infer from Theorem 2 that Since J is separate we are sure (2) ?£U"ew7".
Because of (2) it is evident that and, because of (1) is the image under the function T of the set W. Let us also agree herein that R is the set of real finite numbers. Let C be the set of such functions T on R that for some w£w T(x) = x + X" whenever x £ R.
Let G be the smallest transformation group which contains C. Since C is a countable set of translations of R into itself it follows that G is also a countable set of translations of R into itself.
We let B = \JtGgT*(A) and divide the remainder of the proof into seven parts. Of these Part I is obvious, Part II is an immediate consequence of the countability of G, Parts III and IV are, no doubt, special cases of well known general theorems, and Part VII is the conclusion desired. A" = Ew £ /3[0 ^ w < «].
Let J be such a sequence that:
/" = E/[{ -X" < / + £»£*, Xm < f | whenever w£a;
/" = E*fe < t -Z™Gjv" Xm < i, + X"j whenever «£/3. Clearly / is a X file. If 0<x^£ and Since it has already been noted that / is a X file the proof of Part VII is now complete. 
